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NEW QUESTION: 1
When sizing additional network memory, how many packets does
each connection require?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
To complete the sentence, select the appropriate option in the
answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Azure Custom Vision is a cognitive service that lets you build,
deploy, and improve your own image classifiers. An image
classifier is an AI service that applies labels (which

represent classes) to images, according to their visual
characteristics. Unlike the Computer Vision service, Custom
Vision allows you to specify the labels to apply.
Note: The Custom Vision service uses a machine learning
algorithm to apply labels to images. You, the developer, must
submit groups of images that feature and lack the
characteristics in Question:. You label the images yourself at
the time of submission. Then the algorithm trains to this data
and calculates its own accuracy by testing itself on those same
images. Once the algorithm is trained, you can test, retrain,
and eventually use it to classify new images according to the
needs of your app. You can also export the model itself for
offline use.
Incorrect Answers: Computer Vision:
Azure's Computer Vision service provides developers with access
to advanced algorithms that process images and return
information based on the visual features you're interested in.
For example, Computer Vision can determine whether an image
contains adult content, find specific brands or objects, or
find human faces.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/custo
m-vision-service/home

NEW QUESTION: 3
You manage a Dynamics 365 Sales environment.
You need to configure the default status for each lead.
Which status reason should you associate to each scenario? To
answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user has enabled detailed CloudWatch monitoring with the AWS
Simple Notification Service. Which of
the below mentioned statements helps the user understand
detailed monitoring better?
A. AWS CloudWatch does not support monitoring for SNS
B. SNS will send data every minute after configuration
C. There is no need to enable since SNS provides data every
minute
D. SNS cannot provide data every minute
Answer: D
Explanation:
CloudWatch is used to monitor AWS as well as the custom
services. It provides either basic or detailed

monitoring for the supported AWS products. In basic monitoring,
a service sends data points to
CloudWatch every five minutes, while in detailed monitoring a
service sends data points to CloudWatch
every minute. The AWS SNS service sends data every 5 minutes.
Thus, it supports only the basic
monitoring. The user cannot enable detailed monitoring with
SNS.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGui
de/supported_services.html
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